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HISTORY

• Bhopal disaster, also

known as Bhopal gas

tragedy is a gas leak

incident in India.

• It occurred at the night of

2-3 December 1984



• About 40-45 tons of extremely

toxic, Methyl isocyanate (MIC)

gas released to the atmosphere.

• More than 0.5 million Indian

citizens exposed to MIC and other

gases.

• Relative locations of methyl

isocyanate(MIC) tank, the residue

treater which exploded, and

methomyl production unit.



Location of Bhopal in India The area affected by gas

The location happened

in plant of Union

carbide India limited

(UCIL) in Bhopal,

Madhya Pradesh, India.

The affected area was

about 40 sq. km in the

small towns and villages

around the plant



• There were different estimates

about the number of victims. The

official number of immediate

deaths was 2259.

• There were estimates about other

8000 died after two weeks, and

other 8000 died as a result of

diseases related to the exposure to

the gas.



Other references stated that among the

people, who were exposed to gas,

25000 people died, 558125 injured,

120000 continue to suffer of bad health

effects.

Governmental estimates in 2006 talk

about 558125 injuries include 38478 of

temporary partial injuries and 3900

severely disabling injuries.





DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT AND DAMAGE

• In the Union Carbide factory at about

11.30pm workers in the plant (night

shift) realized that there was MIC leak

somewhere, as their eyes were aching

intensely.

• A few of them walked around the MIC

structure and spotted a drip of liquid

about 50feet off the ground and some

yellowish-white gas accompanying the

drip.



• One worker noticed that the temperature

gauge had reached 25deg, the top of its

scales and pressure was rapidly building

up to 40 psi. He rushed to the storage

tank of MIC and found that the concrete

slab (6inch thick) above the storage tanks

was shaking.

• In the plant the found that the pressure

indicator had gone above 55 psi, the top

of the scale and the safety valve had

opened releasing MIC from the storage

tank.



• The plant supervisor ordered for water spry on the leak. But the water jet failed to reach

the top of the 120 feet stack from which MIC was gushing out. Next the vent gas

scrubber was turned on to neutralize the escaping gas. But the scrubber was out of order.



• The factory tuned on the public siren at

1 a.m., about an hour after the gas

started escaping, but it was only for a

few minutes.

• The public siren was resumed at 3 a.m.

after the works manager arrived but by

that time there was no need for caution,

already hundreds of people were dead

and many thousand were doomed to die

over the next few hours and days.



• For about two hours the safety valve

remained opened releasing over

50,000 lbs. of MIC in vapor and liquid

form, presumably associated with

COCI2, HCN etc. around 2a.m the

safety valve reseated as the tank

pressure dropped below 40 psi.

• The blast blanket protecting the MIC

tank. Note explosion debris in the

foreground



• Several causes have been proposed, two of which have been subjected extensive

examination. Cause 1 captioned in Figure, is the admission of water via a water

cleaning process where an isolation valve existed but the line had not been blanked

off (the “Water Washing Theory). This isolation valve was located about 300 m from

the storage tanks via a pipeline. Substantial water (500 kg plus line volume) with

some head was required along with one other key valve leaking.



• Cause 2 was sabotage, deliberately connecting a water hose to piping that directly

entered into the storage tank and deliberately admitted water. Cause 2 would have

required intimate knowledge of piping around the tank, where to physically make

the correct connection, and the removal of a pressure indicator and then the re-

attachment of piping fittings.





REVIEW ROOT CAUSE THROUGH FAULT TREE ANALYSIS











 Bhopal Gas Tragedy occurred due to:

 Ineffective workforce - Morale of the workers very low

 Failure of plant due to diminished design - Bad copying of safety 

process design

 Management Decisions.Poor management systems

 Poor maintenance of plant

 Lack of Government Enforcement. Government not ensuring 

compliance with regulations

 Both Indian government and Union Carbide Corporation gave the 

priority to the profit. They didn’t wary a lot  about the life of Indian citizens.

CONCLUSION FAULT TREE ANALYSIS





• Responsible party should provide training to 
workers before they start a work, in this 
training they should inform
• What is they dealing with

• What is the risk 

• What is the hazard

• What can effect their health

• Responsible party should provide hazard sign 
at area that has very high risk

INEFFECTIVE WORKFORCE



• Material identification
• If change need ECN

• Device capability
• responsible party should maintain device condition, this can be 

done by develop preventive maintenance activity, this activity 
can be done base on TBM (time base maintenance) and CBM 
(condition base maintenance). 

• Wrong capacity calculation
• responsible party should calculate what is capacity of the tank 

(min and max) with accurately, this include if there has any extra 
capacity (emergency issue), they must provide buffer tank or 
spare tank to prevent over capacity.

FAILURE OF PLANT DUE TO DIMINISHED DESIGN



• Emergency response

• Responsible party should provide good response if 
emergency happen

• Plant spec out of design parameters.
• Plant should operate in design parameters, this point 

related to wrong capacity calculation. In this case improper 
design of chimneys (without consideration of weather 
conditions in all seasons). During this case happen the air 
cannot blow the MIC vapor to higher place.

INCORRECT MANAGEMENT DECISIONS



• This point can refer at device capability issue 
which is maintenance issue. Maintenance can 
separate into 2 type which is reactive and 
preventive

• To prevent it happen preventive maintenance 
should be done. This can do base on TBM or CBM 
and this activity can be done monthly, quarterly, 
half or yearly depend on industry risk. In this case 
preventive maintenance should be done monthly. 

POOR MAITENANCE OF PLANT



• Slow response of Police, Fire Department, Civil 
Defense

• Training can be provide to those department

LACK OF GOVERNMENT ENFORCEMENT



CONCLUSION

• Bhopal Gas Tragedy occurred due to:

1. Poor management systems

2. Bad copying of safety process design (materials, instruments and
piping…etc. weren’t as good as those used in the West Virginia UCC plant).

3. Ignoring process and personnel safety regulations

4. There is a need for the improvements in safety equipment (manual to
automatic). Stricter enforcement and personnel training must be followed.

5. Government not ensuring compliance with regulations

6. Both Indian government and Union Carbide Corporation gave the priority
to the profit. They didn’t wary a lot about the life of Indian citizens.
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